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Hi guysI just started using Mentor Graphics and I find it hard to run LVS. Warnings: Warning: No 1 in int_2WARNING: Invalid PATHCHK request ! POWER: No POWER networks present, the operation is interrupted. Warning: No 2 in int_2WARNING: Invalid PATHCHK GROUND request! POWER: No POWER networks present, the operation is interrupted. Warning: No 3 in int_2WARNING: Invalid
PATHCHK POWER request! GROUND: No POWER networks present, the operation is aborted. Warning: No 4 in int_2WARNING: Invalid pathCHK request ! POWER AND! GROUND: No POWER networks present, the operation is aborted. Warning: No 5 in int_2WARNING: Invalid pathCHK request ! LABELED: No LABELED networks present, the operation is aborted. And the following errors appear in
the LVS report file: Error: Different number of ports. Error: No power or ground network. Could you help me find what the problem is? No one else has this questionLast changed on February 27, 2020 at 8:15 AMTags:calibre_lvs 1. Check the Design Rules (DRC) First of all, start the cadence layout tools using a virtuoso and open the inv layout of the view for editing. Now we'll see if there are any DRC errors
in the layout. The DRC layout rules are summed up by the design rules shown above. If you know what might be wrong in the layout, you can try to fix it/them and check the modified DRC layout. If not, let's move on to the check. From the Virtuoso menu, select Calibre- This takes the DRC out. For the first pop-up click OK When it asks for a runset file just click undo. We'll get the file later. For your rule file
type: //home/cad/kits/IBM_CMOS9RF-LM009/IBM_PDK/cms9flp/V1.5.0IBM/Calibre/DRC/cms9flp.drc.cal You can install drC Run Directory on anything. I recommend creating a new folder, so that all THE DRC files are stored there Click on the Entries tab now and make sure that running DRC (Ierachic) Export from view of the layout is checked GDSII Format Top Cell Name is the name for which the DRC
now click the Run DRC button, and the DRC will start running. (hit normally when it asks to rewrite the file) It will take some time to check all the DRC rules defined in the technology files. The next box pops up after the launch of the DRC more showing the DRC summary, note that the line at the bottom saying: TOTAL DRC Results Are Generated: shows the number of errors DRC Now caliber RVE box
showing where the bugs open you can click on the bugs to find errors as shown 2. Layout vs. Schematic (LVS) Layout vs. Schematic will compare the layout view to the schematic view. You run DRC First and make sure there is no error and then close the DRC launches. To start with LVS, from the Virtuoso menu, select Kalibr--run LVS.... This brings out LVS from. For the first pop-up click OK When asks
for a runset file just click undo. We'll get the file later. For your rule file type: //home/cad/kits/IBM_CMOS9RF-LM009/IBM_PDK/cms9flp/V1.5.0IBM/Calibre/LVS/cms9flp.lvs.cal You can set the LVS Run catalog on anything. I Am I to create a new folder, so that all LVS files are stored there Click on the input tab now and make sure that the hierarchical and layout vs Netlist boxes are checked on the mid-tab
Layout make sure that the GDSII format and exports from the view layout are checked by the GDSII Format Top Cell Name – that's the name, for whom LVS Layout Netlist works, you can YOUR_NAME.sp click on the average Netlist tab Make sure that the SPICE format and exports from schematic browsing is the top name of the cell - that's the name for which LVS works Now click Run LVS, and the LVS
launch will start (kick in order when it asks for an Overwrite file) it will take some time to check all the rules of LVS defined in the technology files. The next window pops up after the LVS launch more than showing the LVS summary, note that you should get the right one as shown in the picture below. If you don't get this means that you have an LVS error Now a Kalibr-LVS RVE box showing where the bug
will open you can click on the erros to find the bugs as shown. You may even see an error in the file lvs_summary looks like something like this How would you figure out what the problem is from all this information? One thing you should notice is that the number of networks listed as 7 in the layout, but only 6 in the scheme (according to INITIAL NUMBERS OF OBJECTS). This means that there is an open
chain somewhere. You can double-click on the web in RVE, and they should be highlighted in the layout. Make sure everything is connected as you think it should be. Make sure the results say that the non-leaf fits the pattern. If not, there are some problems in the layout or diagram. Fix the problems in the layout and/or layout. If you have a fixed layout, make sure you extract again. Redo LVS as long as
everything is the same. 3. Practice Extraction (PEX) We are now going to extract parasitic wire condensates and resistance from the layout. To perform parasitic extraction (PEX) select Calibre----Run PEX... (Please go thought the following installation options) Extract with parasitic containers and resistances there are a number of options that need to be established and know what it is. For options not
mentioned below, leave them as is. We will use them in the future if necessary. The rules of Calibre-LVS Rules File and Calibre-LVS Run Directory are already filled with the tool, leave them as it is. Check out what rule files are set for this: / home/cad/kits/IBM_CMOS9RF-LM009/IBM_PDK/cms9flp/V1.5.0.0IBM/Calibre/xRC/cms9flp_FuncCmax_5_01_00_01LD_effective.xrc.cal Entries under the layout tab
Files : NAND2.calibrebre.gds Top cell: NAND2 Options Are Already Filled Tool, Leave them as is format: select GDSII and select the Export option from the viewer layout (This is very important) Under the Netlist Files tab: NAND2.src.net Top Cell:NAND2 These options are already filled with the tool, leave them as is format: select SPICE and select export option from Very important) Exit extraction type:
Select transistor level, R and CC, no induction under netlist file tab: NAND2.pex.netlist This option is already filled with the tool, Leave it as there is Format: HSPICE Use names from: SCHEMATIC select View netlist after completion of PEX Under the Nets Extract parasitic tab for: Select All Networks Under the PEX Report Report Reports tab: NAND2.pex.report This option is already filled with the tool,
leave it as there is a Select Generate PEX Report and View report after completion of the PEX under the SVDB Adfile tab : svdb_nand2 Select Generate cross-reference data for RVE and Start RVE after PEX Set the PEX form with the option shown above. Then click The Run PEX button. If PEX is successful with any error, you will be able to view the PEX report file - NAND2.pex.report, as well as PEX
Netlist File - NAND2.pex.netlist, which is extracted by the netlist from the layout along with parasitic containers and resistances. Click on the Transcript tab in Calibre Interactive - PEX to see the log file. Now let's see NAND2.pex.netlist file Basic hspice netlist NAND2.pex.netlist contains only intentionally designed devices. The .pex and .pxi file names are included in the NAND2.pex.netlist .pex file (actually
called NAND2.pex.netlist.pex) contains one object on the network: each subt, containing the structure of the RC tree, modeling the network. · The .pxi file (actually called NAND2.pex.netlist.NAND2.pxi) contains connections between parasitic networks, i.e. containing instance calls to the clean model rolls along with the binding capacitors connecting between these pure models. NAND2.pex.netlist, as
shown below extract with parasitic capacitors Only looking through .pex and .pxi files, you should see that even this very simple scheme has led to hundreds of capacitors and resistors. This level of detail is needed to achieve the highest degree of accuracy, but for larger circuits, it can slow down HSPICE modeling for scanning. While resistance is needed to accurately understand chain latency, strength
scattering can be predicted very well using only tanks. We often call it a model with C pieces for the network, as opposed to the RC-tree model. To extract the lumped-C model, bring in the following change in the interactive caliber - PEX window: Exits Type Of Extract: Change from R and C TO C and CC Re-Run PEX, and you should discover that you only have capacity. Not only that, but the number of
containers has decreased by 10 times. Now you can use HSPICE to simulate your design. You can work in the current cadence catalog or make a new hspice catalog and then work there by copying this output file. Simulation with HSPICE Back to IBM 90nm Cadence Notas: No exceda de m's de 10 segundos entre cada paso ya que el control remoto se saldre del modo de programaci'n y tendr start over.
There may be more than one code that controls your computer, but only the code will cause most functions to try to find the most appropriate code. AUTOMATIC SEARCH METHOD 1.- Make sure the device is on (not stand By). 2.- Directly point your Steren universal remote control on your device during the search method. 3.- Press the SET key and not releasing it to press the device left on the program
(TV, DVD, etc.). The LED light will be prepared. 4.- Release the keys. Click THE SET again. The LED light will start flashing and the search will begin. 5.- Press the power key (1) continuously - up to 256 times until the device is turned off. If the computer shuts down, immediately release the Power button (1). 6.- Click that matches the device you're programming (TV, DVD, etc.). The remote will save your
computer code and exit search mode. 7.- Press the power key (1) again como programar un control steren para tv samsung. como programar un control steren rm-260. como programar un control steren rm-115. como programar un control steren rm-1000. como programar un control steren a una tv lg. como programar un control steren para tv. como programar un control steren rm-11. como programar un
control steren para tv sanyo
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